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Is anyone home?

Splash craze

Single hole faucets

The 1950's were one of the biggest boom years
for housing in America. This 3 piece glass door
is so popular today for that Mid-century Modern
look. Its fun but not dated, reflective of
childhood times (at least for some of us) :) Does
it look familiar? Remember the diagonal pieces
of glass that each front door wore? It's truly
remarkable how good design is repeated over
and over again. 

Anything goes with a coffee bar splash! This
glass pearlized mosaic is screaming to be
admired. Its vibrant hues are a piece of art
waking up your inner designer. The
homeowner paired natural avocado wood
shelves, focusing on it's 'wild' and 'raw' edge,
making this tiny wine/cafe corner a center of
unique focus.

Carrera quartz on the counter paired
with a full wall of carrera mosaic leaves
is a beautiful and natural warm stone
look. Gone is the gray drab thinking.
It's still the HOT neutral with bright
whites that everyone continues to adore.
Any color accessories complement this
natural stones beauty.

Dawn
tm



Bath Texture

Simplify to Magnify

How do I Start a Bath
Reno?

It feels like I just demo-ed a house with
all brass fixtures. OMG now its back
with a vengeance! Its called brushed
brass or satin brass finish. It adds great
amounts of warmth to the gray, black or
navy palettes.  Every manufacturer has
their own version of what the brushed
brass finish looks like so be careful if
your matching your towel bars and
cabinet pulls it can be deceiving.  

When you need something to furnish your blah
walls, consider wallpaper. Most of us don't even
think about this design element as an option.
My clients continually surprise me with some of
the most fascinating ideas over the years. It
pairs beautifully with the wood plank flooring,
which is a porcelain tile BTW. The stylized
furniture vanity piece was perfect in this
traditional style cottage on the beach.

Making a comeback with
wallpaper

So many sinks...
how do I decide?

Rock, glass, metal, porcelain or even
wood are popular funky alternatives to the
traditional white square or round bowls.
Are you interested in the sink as the
'statement' and focus? Functionality is
not the main purpose but eclectic artistry
might be your jamb!

Brass is back



What makes you
happy?

Does anyone even know what this is?
It's called a whacker. Yep, construction
language is a gas! It wacks or jumps up
and down as you walk behind it
compressing sand or dirt in a very tight
area. Usually in pouring a foundation
it's needed to compress the dirt to a
high compaction ratio to get a great
concrete result after pouring. I usually
let the guys handle this monster and
watch from the sidelines, even though
this bad boy is pretty cool-whoever
invented it!

Get your Bathroom
Remodel Checklist for
FREE?  Download Now

I love my mini trampoline for a quick workout! It
is much harder than you think ladies or guys if
you even dare? Your adrenals and lymph will
thank you for the massage as you jump to
maximum volume. My favorite song right now is
Ava Max's Kings and Queens.

"If all of the kings had their queens on the throne, we
could pop champagne and raise a toast. To all of the
queens who are fighting alone baby your not dancing on
your own."

Where do I start?

My favorite tool
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